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tel. +420 608 04 15 18
cs@masters.com.pl

MASTERS company is more than just a distributor. With our technical expertise and the know-how
of our suppliers, we actively participate in customer’s operations on design and development 
of electronic devices. After design stage is being completed, we provide in-house prototype 
and serial production basen on own SMT/THT assembly lines. MASTERS offers versatile 
possibilities to cooperate with suppliers technical experts. When it comes to procedures, 
MASTERS keeps the highest standards in research & development and design processes.  
As MASTERS always wills to be ahead of the competition,  we also conduct technical workshops
for engineers in own Training Center. Each workshop is dedicated to a different specific topic where
ca. 20 R&D engineers of our customes can get to know in practice the latest technical solutions. 

MASTERS performs research & development 
projects including

design of electronics devices
optimization of electronics components usage in devices
as well as cross references proposals
programming and testing
prototypes design
recommending of technical solutions, ensuring technical
evolution of projects and devices

MASTERS directly cooperates with the highest
quality Polish and international technical
professionals in the field of educational
and workshop projects for engineers skills growth

improvement of programming skills and using
of contemporary applications
optimization of projects, designs and electronics 
solutions
exchange knowledge and experience of engineers
and designers
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Katowice office:
Uniwersytecka 13, 40-007 Katowice
Ph. +48 32 506 58 88

Warsaw office:
Dzielna 58, bud. 8, 01-029 Warszawa
Ph: +48 22 506 51 11

OFFICES IN POLAND

Rzeszów office:
Wspólna 2a, 35-205 Rzeszów
Ph. +48 17 506 55 65/66

Radom office:
Gazowa 4/210, 26-606 Radom
Ph: +48 509 142 762

Kraków office:
Krakowski Park Technologiczny
Podole 60, 30-394 Kraków
tel +48 12 306 77 78/79

OFFICES IN CZECH REP.



 
 

 
 

With our Electronics Manufacturing Services we can accomplish
both big complex projects as well as individual customer’s
solutions. We assist customer at every stage of electronics
contract production:

modules design
testing
programming
wide range of assembly methods
logistics services (providing full range of components-picking,
warehousing services, packing and dispatch)

Testing:
optical test (Automated Optical Inspection)
electrical test
functional test
housing and wiring structures testing
high voltage test
high temperature test
customer – required test

Programming:
testing devices programming
circuit programming
microcontroller units programming

MASTERS covers supplying in full range of components
required for production processes:

printed circuit board (PCB)
integrated circuits and discrete semiconductors
displays
resistors, thermistors and varistors
inductive elements
ferrites
polymeric fuses
mechanical elements, batteries
optoelectronic elements
capacitors
GPS/GSM/BT modules
quartzcrystals
antistatic packing materials
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www.masters.com.pl
masters@masters.com.pl

HQ: Objazdowa 5b, 83-010 Straszyn, Poland
Ph.: +48 58 691 06 91
Fax: +48 58 691 06 92
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